ALOK VIDYASHRAM
Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 2019-20
CLASS: VI
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH
MATHEMATICS

SCIENCE
MORAL SCIENCE
NEPALI
HINDI
SOCIAL STUDIES
COMPUTER
SANSKRIT
VTC

SYLLABUS
1. Read ' The Machine' – H. G. Wells and prepare a presentation to represent in
the class.
1.
Find i.
2.
3.
1.

Write the 2 set of 5/5 fruits with picture in chart paper.
union (with figure)
ii. Intersection (with figure)
Write the algebraic formula from book in chart paper.
Draw parallel line segment & perpendicular line segment in chart paper.
Write a science report on the topic that has been assigned to you. Follow
the proper guidelines given in class. You are required to submit a project
(written and model).
1. Make a first aid box for your school and home.
2. Visit anyone old age home or orphanage with your parents and talk with
them about their life style spend some time with. them

!= ltdL uPsf] Ps 7fpFsf] af/]df j0f{g u/ .
@= ltdLnfO{ dgkg]{ s'g} kfFr r/f / kfFr j6f hgfj/sf] gfd eg.
!= ckgL kf7\ok':ts s] afx/ bf] sxflgof+ k9 s/ cfPF .
1. Interview your parents and ask them about how they spend their day
working? Write down the questions and answers.
1. Prepare a word document on the topic 'uses of Internet in various places'
in A4 paper.
!= ;+:s[tdf ;+Vof - ! b]lv !)) _ ;Dd A4 ;fOh k]k/df n]v]/ Nofpg] .
@= uLtfsf] s'g}klg % j6f Znf]s A4 ;fOh k]k/df cy{ ;lxt n]Vg] / s07 klg ug]{ .
1. Learn one page Ramayana and one page Mahabharata everyday and
discuss with your parents about what you understood from that.
2. Do some research about constellation and Sapta Rishi.

ALOK VIDYASHRAM
Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 2019-20
CLASS: VII
SUBJECTS

SYLLABUS

ENGLISH

1.Read Oliver Twist – Charles Dickens and prepare a presentation to represent
in the class.

MATHEMATICS

1. Write all the formula of set and algebra from book in chart paper.
2. Find the area and perpendicular of your bed room, kitchen, and living room
with perfect measurement in (fit).
3. Draw linear pair, complementary and supplementary angle in chart paper.
1. Visit the cultural Heritage sites of Kathmandu Valley with your parents
spend as much time with your family and tell what you see while visiting/
what you did/ tell infront of class about your visit

SOCIAL
STUDIES
NEPALI
HINDI
SCIENCE
COMPUTER
OPTIONAL MATH

MORAL SCIENCE

SANSKRIT
VTC

!= ltdL nfO{ dgkg]{ slj / pgsf] sljtfsf] af/]df atfpm .
@= ltdLn] cfkm\gf] ljbfdf cfkm\gf a'jfcfdfnfO{ s;/L ;xof]u u–of}<
!= ckgL kf7\ok':ts s] afx/ bf] sljtfPF ;Lv s/ cfPF .
1. Write a science report on the topic that has been assigned to you. Follow the
proper guidelines given in class. You are required to submit a project
(written and model).
1. Prepare a word document on the topic ' prevention and symptoms of
computer virus in A4 paper.
1. Draw Acute, obtuse and Right angled triangle in chart paper.
2. Write Trigonometric Ratio's in chart paper.
3. Write basic algebraically formula in chart paper.
1. Write a biography on any one personality whom you admire and paste his/ her
photo. Your project should not be less than 2 pages excluding cover pages.
Do your project in A4 size paper. Your biography must include following
points: ( Name, Date of birth, Father's name and mother's name, childhood,
education, contributions, achievements, death (if already died) give
conclusion why you admire him/ her.
(You can even write about your family members whom you admire but above
points are mandatary to cover. Write in paragraph)
!= ;'efliftflg sf] ;a} Znf]s A4 ;fOh k]k/df n]v]/ Nofpg] .
@= uLtfsf] s'g} % j6f Znf]s cy{ ;lxt A4 ;fOh k]k/df n]v]/ Nofpg] / s07 klg ug]{ .
1. Visit any one temple during your vacation. Find out the myth, historical or
religious importance related to that temple and write about it in A4 size paper.
Click a photograph of that temple and paste it.

ALOK VIDYASHRAM
Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 2019-20
CLASS: VIII SEE
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH
COMP. MATHS
OPT. MATHS
SCIENCE

SYLLABUS
1. Read ' The Great Expectations' and prepare a presentation to represent in
the class.
1. Write the all formula from book in chart paper (with different colour)
1. Write the all formula of Trigonometry from book in chart paper.
1. Collect the pictures depicting the pollution of environment. Collect at least 10
pictures. Also, give caption to each of the picture you paste. If possible please
click the photo by yourself by visiting different areas of Kathmandu valley.
Collect at least ten pictures. Preference will be given to se lf- clicked photos
with caption.

NEPALI

!= ltdLnfO{ dgkg]{ s'g} Ps JolStsf] hLjgL atfpm .
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SOCIAL STUDIES

1. Clean your room and take out some time to talk to your parents.

COMPUTER

1. Prepare a word document on the topic ' Artificial Intelligence' in A4 Paper.

ALOK VIDYASHRAM
Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 2019-20
CLASS: VIII CBSE
SUBJECTS

ENGLISH
MATHEMATICS
OPT. MATHS
HINDI
NEPALI

SOCIAL
STUDIES
COMPUTER
SCIENCE

SANSKRIT

SYLLABUS
1. Read ' The Great Expectations' and prepare a presentation to represent in the
class.
1. Write the all formula from book in chart paper (with different colour)
1. Write the all formula of Trigometry from book in chart paper.
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Clean your room and take out some time to talk to your parents.
1. Prepare a word document on the topic ' Artificial Intelligence' in A4 Paper.
1. Collect the pictures depicting the pollution of environment. Collect at least 10
pictures. Also, give caption to each of the picture you paste. If possible please
click the photo by yourself by visiting different areas of Kathmandu valley.
Collect at least ten pictures. Preference will be given to self- clicked photos
with caption.
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